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•  We’ve been studying contractarianism, the view that moral rules ���
& peaceful societies depend on mutual agreements between citizens. 
–  Last class we looked at care ethics, defended by Virginia Held, ���

as an alternative to this contract-based model for human social interactions. 

•  Today we examine a potential middle-ground ���
between these two approaches: the capabilities approach. 

  Martha Nussbaum (1947 - present) explains this model in 
  “Capabilities and Human Rights”. 

 

»  Her proposal combines the liberalist idea that governments ���
should maintain social order without dictating citizen’s choices���
with care ethics’ emphasis on the necessity of offering care ���
to help others flourish. 
•  She argues that instead of arguing about what human rights ���

we have (& what constitutes violations of these rights), 
•  we should focus on making sure that all human beings ���

live in conditions which they are capable of satisfying 
fundamental human needs (physical, intellectual, & emotional). 

–  She offers a list of 10 capabilities which humans ought to have, ���
to be used as a guide for political reform and global development projects. 
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When new political states are made, or when existing states undergo reform, 
•  we often use the language of rights to specify what citizens ought to have, ���

and what ought not be taken away from them. 

Organizations (like the United Nations) that work on international 
development often talk of human rights to specify what people should have 
regardless of what nation they happen to live in. 
 

•  However, Nussbaum explains that there is little clarity in the notion of human rights: ���
“There are many different ways of thinking about what a right is, ���
and many different definitions of ‘human rights’. 

–  For example, rights are often spoken of as entitlements ���
that belong to all human beings simply because they are human, ���
or as especially urgent interests of human beings as human beings ���
that deserve protection regardless of where people are situated.” 

 

•  Many people believe human rights are natural rights we are born with. 

–  In contrast to this entire group of natural-rights theorists, ���
there are also thinkers who treat all rights as artifacts of state action. 

•  This latter position would seem to imply that there are no human rights ���
where there is no state to recognize them,” i.e., we aren’t born with ���
human rights; instead, they are granted by the nations we live in. 3 



“There are many other complex unresolved theoretical questions about rights”: 
 

–  “…whether rights – thought of as justified entitlements – are correlated with duties. 

•  It A has a right to S, then it would appear there ���
must be someone who has a duty to provide S to A. 

•  But it is not always clear who has these duties ���
– especially when we think of rights in the international context. 

–  …it is also unclear whether all duties are correlated with rights. 

•  One might hold, for example, that we have a duty ���
not to cause pain to animals without holding that animals have rights…” 
–  This shows that the possession of rights is not the only reason ���

that we have moral duties to other beings/things. 

“Finally, there are difficult theoretical questions ���
about what rights are to be understood as rights to. 
–  …do we mean, primarily, a right to be treated in certain ways? 
–  A right to a certain level of achieved well-being? 
–  A right to certain resources with which one may pursue one’s life plan? 
–  A right to certain opportunities and capacities ���

with which one may, in turn, make choices regarding one’s life plan?” 4 



“Thus, one might conclude that the language of rights is not especially informative… 
•  It is for this reason…that a different language had begun to take hold in talk about 

people’s basic entitlements…the language of capabilities and human functioning.” 
 

Nussbaum explains that the U.N. Development Program assesses ���
“quality of life in the nations of the world using the concept of people’s 
capabilities, or their abilities to do and to be certain things deemed valuable,” 
as an alternative to promoting the murky concept of human rights. 
 

–  Under the influence of economist/philosopher Amartya Sen, ���
they have chosen the conceptual framework [of capabilities to make] ���
inter-country comparisons and to [articulate] goals for public policy.” 

–  She explains that her & Sen’s focus on capabilities is inspired by ���
Aristotle’s use of “a notion of human capability…and functioning…���
in order to articulate some of the goals of good political organization.” 

»  Nussbaum believes that Aristotle’s virtue ethics valuably stresses 
the importance of promoting human flourishing,  
•  but it is “grossly defective because it lacked a theory of the ���

basic human rights, especially rights to be free from ���
government interference in certain areas of choice.” 
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According to Nussbaum, “…the capabilities approach is best understood ���
by contrasting it with its rivals in the international development arena.  
 

•  The most common method of measuring the quality of life in a nation and ���
making cross-national comparisons used to be simply to enumerate GNP per capita” 
– roughly, the nation’s yearly economic productivity per citizen. 

–  Nussbaum says this “crude approach” to measuring ���
quality of life is totally inadequate, because it neglects ���
the details about “who has the money, ���
and thus typically gave high marks to nations���
…which contained enormous inequalities.” 

•  Measuring national well-being using GNP thus fails to acknowledge ���
the suffering of many poor people living in wealthy nations. 

–  “Still less does [GNP per capita] provide any information at all about elements ���
of human life that might be thought very important in defining its quality, ���
but that are not always well correlated with GNP per capita: educational 
opportunities, health care, life expectancy, infant mortality, the presence or 
absence of political liberties, the extent of racial or gender inequality.” 

•  A wealthy nation may not be effective in translating that wealth ���
into good lives for all of its citizens, if it does not create policies ���
and programs that use funds & distribute opportunities equitably. 6 



Another way of measuring a nation’s quality of life is to measure ���
how satisfied citizens are, according to their subjective self-reports. 
 

•  Nussbaum explains that a big problem with this is that ���
“people’s satisfactions are not very reliable indicators of their quality of life. 

–  Wealthy and privileged people get used to a high level of luxury, and feel pain 
when they do not have delicacies that one may think they do not really need.  

–  On the other hand, deprived people frequently adjust their sights to the low 
level they know they can aspire to, and thus actually experience satisfaction in 
connection with a very reduced living standard.” 

»  CUNY philosopher Serene Khader gives an example of women ���
in developing countries who are malnourished from depriving 
themselves of food (so that their male relatives can have enough ���
to be healthy) – but who, when asked, say that they are satisfied ���
and don’t need anything more in their lives. 

 

–  …This phenomenon of "adaptive preferences” – preferences that adjust to ���
the low level of functioning one can actually achieve – is…a central problem…
[for using citizen’s self-reported level of satisfaction for] guiding public policy.” 
•  They are especially common in groups that ���

have been persistent victims of discrimination, and who may as a result ���
have internalized a conception of their own unequal worth.” 7 



“Far more promising is an approach that looks at a group of basic resources ���
and then asks about their distribution, asking, in particular, ���
how well even the worst off citizens are doing with respect to the items on the list.  
 

•  Such is the approach of John Rawls,” (1921-2002), ���
a contemporary proponent of liberalism (video: bit.ly/1KWkRxW) 

–   Rawls “advanced a list of the "primary goods” ���
…that all rational individuals, regardless of ���
their more comprehensive plans of life, ���
would desire as prerequisites for carrying out [their] plans. 

•  These items include liberties, opportunities, and powers, ���
wealth and income,…the social basis of self-respect[,]���
…freedom of movement and the free choice of occupation. 

–  The idea is that we measure who is better off and less well off ���
by using such a list of primary resources;  
•  that information is used, in turn, by the parties who are choosing principles 

of justice” – i.e., by those who are tasked with determining what distribution 
of goods, services, opportunities, power, etc. creates a fair & equal society. 

–  Since we have to reform existing societies instead of being able to 
create them from scratch, implementing justice requires figuring out 
how to redistribute resources so everyone is equally well-off. 8 



Nussbaum explains Sen’s objection to Rawls’ view: 
•  “…individuals vary greatly in their need for resources and in their ability ���

to convert resources into valuable functionings,” so a strategy for properly 
distributing resources in a population needs to take this into account. 

•  Some of these differences are physical.  
–  Nutritional needs vary with age, occupation, and sex. ���

A pregnant or lactating woman needs more nutrients ���
than a non-pregnant woman. ���
A child needs more protein than an adult.  

–  A person whose limbs work well needs few resources to be 
mobile, whereas a person with paralyzed limbs needs many ���
more resources to achieve the same level of mobility. 

 

•  Some of the variations…have to do with traditional social hierarchies.  
–  If we wish to bring all citizens of a nation to the same level of 

educational attainment, we will need to devote more resources ���
to those who encounter obstacles from traditional hierarchy ���
or prejudice.” 

»  Sen’s observation that individuals need different quantities ���
of resources to flourish suggests a revision to Rawl’s view:���
We need to not only distribute resources sensibly, but also���
 to make sure those resources can be used successfully. 9 



Nussbaum argues that distributing resources without attention ���
to how they are used means “we will frequently ���
reinforce inequalities that are highly relevant to well-being. 
 

•  An approach focusing on resources does not go deep enough ���
to diagnose obstacles that can be present even when resources ���
seem to be adequately spread around, causing individuals ���
to fail to avail themselves of opportunities that they in some sense have, ���
such as free public education, the the right to vote, or the right to work.” 

Ø  “For this reason, we argue that “Instead of asking "How satisfied is ���
person A,” or "How much in the way of resources does A command,” ���
we [should] ask the question: "What is A actually able to do and to be?"  

–  In other words, about a variety of functions that would seem to be of central 
importance to a human life, we ask: Is the person capable of this, or not?  

•  This focus on capabilities, unlike the focus on GNP, or on [satisfaction], 
looks at people one by one, insisting on locating empowerment in this life 
and in that life, rather than in the nation as a whole… 

•  ...it is concerned with what is actually going on in the life in question: ���
not how many resources are sitting around, but how they are actually ���
going to work in enabling people to function in a fully human way.” 
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Nussbaum offers a list of 10 capacities all people should be guaranteed, 
regardless of what nation they live in. 
 

•  “The list is supposed to be a focus for political planning, and it is supposed ���
to select those human capabilities that can be convincingly argued to be of ���
central importance in any human life, whatever else the person pursues or chooses.  

–  … the basic point of the account is…to put forward something that people from 
many different traditions, with many different fuller conceptions of the good, ���
can agree on as the necessary basis for pursuing their good life.” 

•  The list is an attempt to summarize the empirical findings ���
of a broad and ongoing cross-cultural inquiry.  
–  As such, it is open-ended and humble; it can always be contested & remade.” 

•  We’ll look at the list critically to see how we might amend it. 

•  …the items on the list are to some extent ���
differently constructed by different societies.  
–  Indeed, part of the idea of the list is that its members can be more ���

concretely specified in accordance with local beliefs and circumstances.” 

•  For each item on the list, ask yourself:  
Ø  What kinds of laws/policies can/do ensure that people have these capabilities? 
Ø  Which laws/policies would be ruled out for denying people these capabilities? 11 



1)  LIFE.  
•  Being able to live to the end of a human life of normal length;  
•  not dying prematurely, or before one's life is so reduced as to be not worth living. 

2)  BODILY HEALTH.  
•  Being able to have good health, including reproductive health;  
•  to be adequately nourished; to have adequate shelter. 

3)   BODILY INTEGRITY.  
•  Being able to move freely from place to place;  
•  to be secure against violent assault, including sexual assault and domestic violence; 
•  having opportunities for sexual satisfaction and for choice in matters of reproduction. 

4)  SENSES, IMAGINATION, AND THOUGHT.  
•  Being able to use the senses; being able to imagine, to think, and to reason ���

 – and to do these things in a "truly human" way, a way informed and cultivated ���
by an adequate education, including, but by no means limited to, ���
literacy and basic mathematical and scientific training.  

•  Being able to use imagination and thought in connection with experiencing���
 and producing expressive works and events of one's own choice, ���
religious, literary, musical, and so forth.  

•  Being able to use one's mind in ways protected by guarantees of freedom of expression 
with respect to both political and artistic speech and freedom of religious exercise.  

•  Being able to have pleasurable experiences and to avoid non-beneficial pain. 
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5)  EMOTIONS.  
•  Being able to have attachments to things and people outside ourselves;  
•  to love those who love and care for us, to grieve at their absence;  
•  in general, to love, to grieve, to experience longing, gratitude, and justified anger.  
•  Not having one's emotional development blighted by fear and anxiety.  

-  Supporting this capability means supporting forms of human association ���
that can be shown to be crucial in their development. 

6)  PRACTICAL REASON.  
•  Being able to form a conception of the good ���

and to engage in critical reflection about the planning of one’s life.  
-  This entails protection for the liberty of conscience and religious observance. 

7)   AFFILIATION.  

A.  FRIENDSHIP.  
•  Being able to live for and to others, to recognize and show concern for other human 

beings, to engage in various forms of social interaction;  
•  to be able to imagine the situation of another and to have compassion for that 

situation; to have the capability for both justice and friendship.  
–  Protecting this capability means, once again, protecting institutions that 

constitute such forms of affiliation, and also protecting the freedoms of 
assembly and political speech. 
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7)   AFFILIATION (continued)  

B.  RESPECT.  
•  Having the social bases of self-respect and non-humiliation;  
•  being able to be treated as a dignified being whose worth is equal to that of others.  

–  This entails provisions of non-discrimination on the basis of race, sex, ethnicity, 
caste, religion, and national origin. 

8)  OTHER SPECIES.  
•  Being able to live with concern for and in relation to animals, ���

plants, and the world of nature. 

9)  PLAY.  
•  Being able to laugh, to play, and to enjoy recreational activities. 

10)  CONTROL OVER ONE'S ENVIRONMENT. 

A.  POLITICAL.  
•  Being able to participate effectively in political choices that govern one's life;  
•  having the right of political participation, protections of free speech and association. 

B.  MATERIAL.  

•  Being able to hold property (both land and movable goods);  
•  having the right to employment;  
•  having freedom from unwarranted search and seizure. 14 



Nussbaum emphasizes that this is ”a list of separate and indispensible components. 
•  We cannot satisfy the need for one of them by giving a larger amount ���

of another.  All are of central importance and all are distinct in quality.”  

She also espouses pluralism about how capacities are to be utilized:���
she holds the belief that there is no single correct way, ���
but rather many acceptable possibilities. 
 

•  “Citizens must be left free to determine their course after they have the capabilities. 

–  The person with plenty of food may always choose to fast,  
•  but there is a great difference between fasting and starving”: ���

namely, the first is voluntary while the second is forced upon a person.  
–  A person who has opportunities for play can always choose a workaholic life.  

•  Again, there is a great difference between that chosen life and a life 
constrained by insufficient maximum-hour protections and/or the ���
"double day" that make women unable to play in many parts of the world. 

–  …the person who has normal opportunities for sexual satisfaction ���
can always choose a life of celibacy… 

 

•  What I speak against, for example, is the practice of female genital mutilation, ���
which deprives individuals of the opportunity to choose sexual functioning, ���
and indeed, the opportunity to choose celibacy as well.” 15 



Summary of Nussbaum’s arguments: 
 

1.  Measuring the well-being of a nation in terms of its GNP per capita is problematic 
–  because it does not ensure that all the citizens in that nation ���

benefit from the nation’s wealth such that they can flourish. 

2.  Measuring a nation’s well-being by trusting ���
the subjective, self-reported satisfaction of citizens is problematic 
–  because people can be dissatisfied even though they are flourishing���

or satisfied with lives that are far from flourishing 

3.  Measuring a nation’s well-being by looking at ���
the quantity & distribution of resources is problematic  
–  because citizens may not necessarily be able ���

to use resources effectively to achieve flourishing. 

4.  If we really want to ensure that everyone in a nation can flourish,���
we should promote social/political circumstances ���
that give all individuals the 10 basic capabilities all human lives should have. 

•  Nussbaum essentially advocates for liberalist governments, ���
which use laws & institutions to create a level-playing field on which ���
all individuals are free to make choices about how to exercise ���
the basic capabilities that are key to a flourishing human life. 
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